Myles D. Russell

A role model for the forest community for more than 40 years, principally because of his dedication to basic forest management, Myles Russell joins his peers in the Forestry Hall of Fame. He was born in Doaktown, NB and obtained a BScF at the University of New Brunswick and an MF at Yale University.

His Understanding of Forest resource management resulted in a continuing supply of White Pin, particularly, but other softwood species as well to the Russell and Swim sawmill at Doaktown.

The harvesting methods he chose were based on a management plan which he designed and followed for both Freehold and Crown lands. A measure of the success of his efforts is the continuity of the Doaktown sawmill and the regard of his peers and customers for the quality and R&S lumber. He managed the company forest holdings through evolving harvesting systems from men and horses to skidders and from camps to commuting operations. Throughout his career a genuine love of the forest and an appreciation for an industrious staff was his hallmarks.

Wife Joan and daughters Carolyn, Janice, Nancy and Heather join in acknowledgement of this recognition of a great forester.